The 1911 Weeks Act
Legislation That Nationalized the U.S. Forest Service

By Lincoln Bramwell, Ph.D.
USDA Forest Service Chief Historian, Washington, DC.

A century ago, Congress passed legislation that enabled the Forest Service to purchase land and created the foundation for cooperative agreements with non-federal forest owners. Signed into law by President William Howard Taft on March 1, 1911, the Weeks Forest Purchase Act represented years of efforts by public and private advocates who wished to see Eastern forestlands come under Forest Service protection.

By purchasing forests across the U.S., the Weeks Act allowed the national forest system to become truly national. Just as significantly, the Act provided federal matching funds for state forestry programs for the first time. The matching funds for non-federal programs marked the beginning of a new era in cooperation that extended federal forest management policies beyond national forest boundaries that continues today. The Weeks Act provided the statutory foundation for cooperation and forest restoration work that remain key elements of our agency’s current emphasis on forest ecosystem management.

Prior to the late 19th century, federal land policy consisted of disposing over 1.8 billion acres of government held lands to raise revenue and encourage settlement. Land disposition successfully helped to populate the continent and enjoyed broad popular support. But the system suffered from massive fraud and created some less desirable land use and ownership patterns.

Notwithstanding the popularity of public land disposition and the perception of abundant land resources, near the end of the 19th century a general perception of scarcity of natural resources in the East fostered a groundswell of support for land preservation. Ideas to prevent forest abuse and rectify previous natural resource mistreatment began to coalesce into a general call for preservation and protection of some of the country’s remaining natural resources. This coalescing of ideas became known under an umbrella concept: conservation. The champions of conservation felt forest resources were at critical enough levels that only planned, sustainable use could provide timber for future generations.

Conservation efforts of forest lands enjoyed considerable success in the 1890s. In 1891, the Forest Reservation Act gave the President power to declare forest reserves from the public domain. Presidents Benjamin Harrison and his successor, Grover Cleveland, created 18 million acres of reserves. One characteristic the new reserves shared was their location in the West, the reason being the 1891 Act authorized the President to create reserves only from the public domain. Nearly all land in the East, particularly the lands that suffered the gravest...
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Nationally Recognized Historians & Social Scientists to Advise the Museum

The National Museum of Forest Service History (Museum) Board of Directors announced the establishment of its formal Advisory Panel of Historians and Social Scientists. The group of fourteen nationally recognized authors, researchers and academics will advise in the development and programming of the National Conservation Legacy and Education Center, which will be constructed in Missoula, Montana.

“These respected scholars will help ground the Center’s interpretive program with their diverse perspectives, depth of knowledge and quality of research,” said Gray Reynolds, Museum president. “The public will benefit greatly from their involvement, which will shed new light on the themes presented through the Center’s exhibits, traveling exhibits, online presence and educational initiatives.”

The advisory panel includes award-winning authors and lecturers whose specialties range from U.S. environmental history, natural resource and public land policy, the history of the American West, tourism in the upper Midwest, the creation of eastern National Forests, Native American history and the history of the National Park Service and the U.S. Forest Service. The fourteen advisory panel members are:

Thomas Glen Alexander, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, Brigham Young University
Richmond Clow, Ph.D., Professor of Native American Studies, University of Montana, College of Arts and Sciences
Mark T. Fiege, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Colorado State University
John Freemuth, Ph.D., Senior Fellow, Cecil D. Andrus Center for Public Policy and Professor of Political Science, Boise State University
Anthony Godfrey, Ph.D., President, U.S. West Research, Inc.
Sara Gregg, Ph.D., Visiting Assistant Professor of History, The University of Kansas
Joseph Jones, Ph.D., Independent Research Historian, Houston, Texas
Nancy Langston, Ph.D., Professor, Department of Forest and Wildlife Ecology and Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Char Miller, Ph.D., Director of Environmental Analysis Program; and W. M. Keck Professor, Pomona College.
Susan Schrepfer, Ph.D., Professor of History, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Aaron Shapiro, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of History, Auburn University
Paul Sutter, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History, University of Colorado, Boulder

Museum Board member Patricia Limerick, the Faculty Director and Chair of the Board, Center of the American West and Professor of History at the University of Colorado, will chair the panel. Lincoln Branwell, Chief Historian, U.S. Forest Service, will join the panel as an ex officio member.
abuse and prompted the debate about forest conservation, were in private hands and thus ineligible for inclusion in the forest reserves. In the 1890s, private conservation efforts centered in two Eastern locations, the White Mountains of New Hampshire and the southern Appalachian mountains of North Carolina. Despite their success, these groups and their Congressional allies were never able to pass legislation authorizing the federal government to purchase and add lands in the East to the forest reserve system.

A series of events over the intervening years added weight to the case for reserving forests in the East. In 1907, a series of violent floods swept through deforested areas throughout the East, illustrating the important role that forests played in flood control. The second major event in 1907 involved a legislative attack on the forest reserve system. That year Senator Charles W. Fulton of Oregon introduced an amendment to an appropriation bill to take away the President’s power to create new or add to existing forest reserves in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, and Wyoming. Passed with little debate, the Fulton Amendment took effect on March 4, 1907. To create national forests in the East, some new mechanism would have to originate in Congress.

Efforts to pass a bill in Congress to grant the recently renamed U.S. Forest Service authority to purchase forestlands had been tried for decades but always ran into Western opposition, led by House Speaker Joe Cannon of Illinois, against expanding public lands. In 1906 Representative Asbury F. Lever of South Carolina approached the Forest Service’s lawyers for help in crafting a bill to authorize the purchase of Eastern forests. The task of building an argument for a bill that would pass the constitutionality test that Forest Service opponents would subject it to fell to attorney Philip P. Wells. Wells believed the only constitutionally sound argument to justify the expenditure of federal revenue on forestland hung on the improvement of navigation in the rivers that ran through the mountains.

Wells explained that he placed the proposed bill “on the navigation improvement basis by limiting the area within which purchase might be made to the watersheds of navigable streams and declaring in the title and body of the bill that its purpose was the maintenance and improvement of navigability.”

Speaker Cannon was not entirely immune to the growing public and Congressional support for eastern forest reserves. Cannon appointed Representative John Weeks, a banker representing Boston, to the House Committee on Agriculture in 1908. Weeks hailed from New Hampshire’s White Mountains and still spent his summers there. Cannon promised his support for a forest bill if Weeks could draft one acceptable to a businessman. In 1908 Weeks introduced the Weeks Forest Purchase Act that authorized Congress to appropriate money to purchase forest reserves for “the conservation land improvement of the navigability of a river.” Still, even with considerable support, the Act stalled in committee and in filibusters for two years.

As the Forest Service and its allies in Congress worked on an iron-clad argument for legislation to purchase Eastern forests, public support for the agency, its mission, and for creating national forests in the East solidified. During the first decade of the century, Cornell, Yale Universities, and the University of Michigan founded America’s first forestry schools. Recreation groups committed their support for conservation efforts and backing also came from Eastern towns and citizens threatened by the periodic floods from denuded watersheds as well as boosters eager for federal spending in their local areas.

At the same time, events in the West during the summer of 1910 helped turn Western support in the Forest Service’s favor. That August, great fires swept across the Northern Rocky Mountains consuming nearly four million acres of prime timber and killing dozens of people. Shocked by the horrific losses, the public cried out for action and Congress quickly doubled the Forest Service budget. The fires also helped clear the legislative log jam blocking passage of the act to purchase Eastern forests.

With popular and Congressional support, President Taft signed the Weeks Forest Purchase Act on March 1, 1911. The momentous piece of legislation authorized the Forest Service to purchase and manage forests in states unable to fund extensive forest acquisition and management programs on the watersheds of interstate rivers. The Act permitted the
purchase of “forested, cut-over, or denuded lands within the watersheds of navigable streams…” deemed “necessary for the regulation” of their flow. Just as Forest Service attorney Philip Wells had predicted, the Act passed under the Constitution’s Interstate Commerce Clause regulating navigation on interstate rivers but added specifically forest restoration as one of its goals.

The Weeks Act was pivotal in creating the national forest system in the East by giving the federal government the ability to purchase land. Eventually over 20 million acres in 42 states entered the national forest system. Another key tenet of the Weeks Act created the foundation for cooperative agreements between the Forest Service and state, and private forests still in use today. By 1911, the public desire for fire control on forests throughout the U.S., regardless of ownership, called for the Forest Service to act cooperatively with states and private forest owners to provide guidance to help support fire prevention and suppression. By 1919, twenty-three states had entered into cooperative agreements with the Forest Service. Even though the first cooperative agreements focused on fire prevention, it did not take long before the Weeks Act authority was used for a myriad of partnership agreements.

The Weeks Act gave the Forest Service’s State and Private Forestry branch the financial means to extend its influence. Although the Forest Service formed the State and Private Forestry branch within the agency in 1908, its tiny budget limited the branch’s influence over non-federal forest management. The Act appropriated the needed funds and, combined with the 1924 Clark-McNary Act, also ended a debate within the agency about what role the Forest Service should play in forest management beyond national forest boundaries. From this time forward, Forest Service influence over state and private forestlands would come through cooperation and partnerships, not through laws that required compliance.

The 1911 Weeks Act along with the 1891 Forest Reservation Act and the 1897 Organic Act form the statutory foundation the national forest system and its administration are built upon. Purchases under this authority created national forests in the East and brought millions more acres into the national forest system across the rest of the United States in an effort that nationalized the U.S. Forest Service. Perhaps the greatest legacy left by the Weeks Act is the important restoration work that takes place on the national forests. Weeks Act land purchases nearly a century ago gave the Forest Service its first experience with landscape scale restoration as agency foresters applied professional forestry practices to once neglected lands across the East. Purchasing lands that had been cut-over, repeatedly burned, exhaustively farmed, and badly eroded was only the first step in restoring these forest ecosystems. At present many of these national forests have recovered and support abundant flora and fauna, hiding most of the scars from their past abuse. Today as the Department of Agriculture emphasizes ecosystem-wide land management and restoration, the centennial of the Weeks Act reminds the Forest Service of its long history of leadership in forest restoration.
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2. The Forest Reservation Act was one section of the General Revision Act of March 3, 1891. 26 Stat. 1095.
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8. Italics added by author. Ise, United States Forest Policy, 211; Pinchot, Breaking New Ground, 240.
2010 Annual Report Released
Connecting Partners & Illuminating Our Shared Conservation History

Executive Director Dave Stack released the 2010 Annual Report of the National Museum of Forest Service History in early February. The 12 page report recognizes financial contributors and organizations who have sent letters in support of the Center, provides the year-end status of the capital campaign. The report also highlights the Washington DC Annual Meeting and Capitol Hill reception and the Board of Directors decision to aim for certification by two green building certification systems — Green Globes and LEED — in the plans for the National Conservation Legacy and Education Center.

As we welcome new partners, we began weaving a colorful quilt that ties our stories together. By highlighting these connections, the Center will illuminate the multitude of perspectives on our conservation legacy and ensure that our history and lessons learned are preserved for study, interpretation and commemoration.


New Campaign Partners

The National Museum of Forest Service History is conducting a $12.7 million capital campaign to build the National Conservation Legacy and Education Center, support the Museum’s traveling exhibit program and provide access via the internet to its collection of more than 40,000 artifacts, documents and photographs.

Bell Helicopter, Burlington Northern Santa Fe Foundation and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation have made major gifts since the November newsletter. New partners also include the Forest Stewardship Concepts, Ltd., Max & Betty Swanson Foundation, Minuteman Aviation Inc., Union Pacific Foundation and Wildfire Environmental, USA, Inc. By highlighting connections between partners and the Forest Service, the Center will illuminate the many partners and cooperators who have contributed to our conservation legacy and ensure that our history is preserved and studied.

To date $3.8 million has been received as cash or in-kind contributions. In addition the Museum has $760,000 in proposals under consideration and $1.3 million in proposals invited. Tom Thompson and Bjorn Dahl report positive reception by Ski Areas at the National Ski Areas Association winter conference. Lynn Sprague and Gray Reynolds are working with the leadership of the mining and energy industry. Lynn Sprague attended the California Forestry Association meeting in Sacramento, CA to increase the California Forest Products industry awareness of our project and Ted Stubblefield and Tom Hamilton continue to strengthen partnerships with the forestry and forest products industry.

Estate Gift Received

The NMFSH was the recipient of a bequest of $50,000 from the estate of Morton J. Lauridsen. Morton was a Museum member and a resident of Portland, Oregon.

Morton worked for the Forest Service as a cruiser for the Olympic National Forest in Washington in the thirties and joined the Navy at the onset of World War II. After military service he accepted a job offer from the IRS. Morton met Dave Scott, a NMFSH Board member, at the Old Smokeys Club, a Forest Service Retiree group.

They discovered that they had worked in the same little town at the same time, when Morton was auditing the tax returns of the McCloud River Lumber Co. for the IRS and Dave was an assistant ranger for the Forest Service in McCloud, CA.

We are grateful to his generosity in leaving a gift that will preserve our nation’s conservation legacy for future generations.
Capital Campaign Donations

Rolf Anderson
Lynn R. Biddison
Karlynn W. Bucher
Dick & Carole Carson
Gilbert Churchill
John A. Combes
Edsel L. Corpe
Gerald J. Coutant
John Emerson
James G. Gerber
Robert Gorsuch
Fred Haeussler
Donna M. Hanson
Rex Hartgraves
Robert E. Hetzer
Jeanne Higgins
Lewis Kearney
Tom & Dotty Lennon
Andy Leven
Frank E. Lewis
Thomas E. Lewis
Patty Limerick
Dwight & Elizabeth Madison
Ronald J. McCormick
David K. Nelson
William M. Palmer
Jim & Gale Payne
Don Pederson
Del Radtke
Tom Schenarts
David W. Scott
Al & Nancy Smith
Ted C. Stubblefield
David B. Trask
W. Jane Westenberger
Bell Helicopter
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Foundation
Forest Stewardship Concepts, Ltd.
Max & Betty Swanson Foundation
Minuteman Aviation Inc.
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Sierra Pacific Airlines, Inc.
Southern Forest Service Retiree Association
Union Pacific Foundation
Wildfire Environmental, USA, Inc.

Unrestricted Donations

Robert (Spike) A. Baker
John C. Barrington
Deen Boe
Cluadia Brown
Harry & Myrna Camp
Doug Campbell
John P. Case
Tony Dorrell
Jim Fishburn
John Gorman
Margaret A. Greenwood
Rick Hafenfeld
Sam Halverson
H. Ames Harrison
Warren L. Hartman
Ellen L. Hodges
Bob & Jean Irwin
Ralph T. Jaszkowski
Tom & Dotty Lennon
Ellen Lowe
Lorraine Macebo
Richard C. Mc Ardle
William McCleese
James L. McConnell
Grant Morse
Sotero Muniz
Kirt Nance
Robert G. Nesbitt
Phil Perry
Dick Pfilf
Del Radtke
Eldon W. Ross
Kirk Rowdabaugh
Larry J. Schmidt
David W. Smith
Minie Smith
Patricia Smith
Peter F. Stickney
Alan R. Taylor
Susan A. Triplett
Rodney F. Young

Memorial Donations

Lynn R. Biddison
Georgia & Mike Crowley
James A. Day
Jim & Roberta Garrett
Randall W. Gay
Rita Glazebrook
Thomas P. Hagan
Kit Henderson & Jim Day
Karen Johnston
Tom & Dotty Lennon
Ralph Mumme
Louise S. Phillips
Al & Nancy Smith
La Rose Spencer
Bob Stignani
Gaines T. Tibbs
Ruth & Paul Workman
Northern Rocky Mountain Retiree Association
Pacific Southwest FSX Club

Welcome New Members

Mary Beth Adams
John Berry
Karlynn W. Buche
Rick & Barb Forsman
Glenn Haas
Stephanie Israel
Patricia Spoerner

New Life Members
Bell Helicopter
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Foundation
Forest Stewardship Concepts, Ltd.
Max & Betty Swanson Foundation
Minuteman Aviation Inc.
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Union Pacific Foundation
Wildfire Environmental, USA, Inc.
The first unique contribution made by the Forest Service to the field of electronic wireless communications began in 1928 when a professional forester near Missoula, Montana, demonstrated his homemade radio transmitter-receiver to the Chief Forester. The demonstration led to the establishment of the Forest Service Radio Laboratory. For the next 20 years, a small, dedicated, and talented coterie, with no more than amateur radio backgrounds, designed highly effective portable radio sets for the use of personnel on the national forest fire lines.

Dwight L. Beatty, a 20-year veteran of Region 1, in 1925 set out to educate himself on the intricacies of radio and to design a light weight code transmitter-receiver. Beatty established three criteria for radios: Simple, Rugged and Reliable.

Commercial manufacturers were not interested in producing small portable radios needed by the Forest Service. In 1929 the Radio Laboratory was located in Tacoma, Washington with Beatty its first leader. The laboratory moved to Vancouver, Washington in 1931 and in 1933 moved again to the outskirts of Portland, Oregon. The Laboratory continued in operation until 1951. The Radio Laboratory was renamed the Forest Service Electronics Center and moved to Beltsville, MD, late in 1951.

Many of the old radio units and communications equipment from the Portland Radio Laboratory were stored in Forest Service warehouses in the Portland area for almost 60 years. The collection includes equipment up to 1980 vintage. The Forest Service decided it needed storage space and the old radio equipment needed to go. That is when Dave Scott, member of the Board of Directors, and Julia Rodrigues, retired R-6 radio technician, became involved. In 2008 and 2009 Dave hauled the old equipment to the Missoula, MT and the NMFSH repository. We have just started the job of cataloging the radio equipment and archiving printed material. The Forest Service publication, F.S.-369, “Radio for the Fireline,” 1982 by Gary Craven Gray documents the development of radio communication in the Forest Service.
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Note: Your mailing label shows the date your membership expires. Please mail dues payment, 1 month prior to the date listed above. This space is blank for complementary copies of the newsletter. Please renew EXPIRED memberships as soon as possible to continue support of the Museum program.

Membership Application
Fill out, detach, and mail to: National Museum of Forest Service History, P.O. Box 2772
Missoula, MT 59806-2772

Mr. __ Ms. __ Dr. __ Name:________________________________________ Address______________________________________

City/State/Zip: ___________________________________________________ Daytime Ph.: __________________

E-mail:______________________ □ New □ Renewal □ GIFT

□ YES— Start sending my newsletter to the email address above.

Membership Categories Annual Dues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Annual Dues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>$30 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>$55 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>$15 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributing</td>
<td>$150 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustaining Organization Life</td>
<td>$300 or more $100 or more $1000 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forest Service Reunion
 Reserve the dates, September 17—21, 2012 now for the Rendezvous in the Rockies. The 2012 Reunion will be at the Vail Mountain Marriott Resort and Spa, Vail Colorado.
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 Afognak Island Alaska
 By David Wanderaas